First Flight for N854D
First Flight for N854D, Dave Dalski’s RV-8A
Foreword by Marvin Brott
In last month’s Hangar Echoes we provided some pictures
and a status report on Dave Dalski's RV-8A. It had just made
its big move to the airport on March 10th. After just 21 days
of final assembly, weighing, inspecting, and final FAA checks,
this RV took to the air for the first flight. As mentioned last
month, this is a well-built RV with an IO-360 Lycoming and
constant speed propeller. It also has a full panel which
includes UPS avionics. Dave has a future date set with
Poplawski to get the paint job completed. The first picture is
of Dave and Mark Steffensen who made the first flight and
has several follow-up test flights (Mark’s RV-8A is in the
background). The second photo shows the first approach to
Aero Country. The final photo shows the RV with the T-6 in
Carl Best’s hangar. The following are a few words from the
latest RV builder with a big smile.
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By Dave Dalski

“I am happy to announce that RV-8A N854D successfully completed its first two test flights on Easter Sunday, March
31, 2002 logging 1.8 hours of flight. This marks the culmination of 2 1/2 years of effort, worth every second of it seeing
Continued on page 6
it take off and land successfully!”
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Chapter Meeting

Marsh Lane

Webb Chapel Road

Josey Lane

Beltline Road
Our May 7th Monthly
Meeting will be held
Valwood Pkwy.
Brookhaven
Golf Course
at the Farmers Branch
MA
LIB NS
Library, located on the
Golfing Green Drive
RA KE
RY
northwest corner of
Longmeade
Webb Chapel and
Valley View
Golfing Green Dr. The
meeting will be held
635-LBJ
in the auditorium and
will begin at 6:30 p.m.
and finish by 9:00.
This
month’s
speaker is our own Don Christiansen who will talk about your
medical and the things you need to do to keep healthy and
maintain that medical qualification. Don has built several airplanes and is a big supporter of the Chapter.

Board of Directors Meeting Minutes
April 9, 2002
Attendees: Sam Cooper, Dave Cheek, Pat Johnson, Michael
Stephan, Don Christiansen, Monroe McDonald, Jerry
Mrazek, Jim Quinn and Bruce Fuller.
• The next Chapter Meeting is May 7 at the Farmers Branch
Public Library from 6:30-9:00 P.M. The speaker will be
our own member Dr. Don Christensen. He will talk about
the FAA medical and Staying Healthy to Keep the
Medical. JOIN US AND BRING A GUEST!
• Our May Chapter Fly-In will be on Saturday the 11th.
Ben and Pat Johnson will host breakfast around 9am at
the south end of the airport, last row of hangars. Call if
you need better directions 214-321-6590. We have a few
members with planes at Mesquite under construction and
flying, hopefully we’ll get to see them all.
• The next Board of Directors Meeting will be May 14 at
the Farmers Branch Library, 7:00 P.M. till 9 P.M.
• Our Chapter Newsletter folding will be May 28 at the
home of Keith and Judy Cobb. Come check out his RV9.
He’s on the last few months of construction. I hear it’s
really nice and has some creative touches.
• The Board began discussion with possible speakers for
the meetings. David has lined up a couple but is always
open to suggestions. Let him hear from you with your ideas.
• Michael Stephan gave us an updated summary of last
month’s finances. We’re looking good. See him for details
if you have questions.
• President Sam Cooper told us about a letter from EAA
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National pertaining to Awards. The three categories are:
Major Achievement, EAA Newsletter Editor and Web site
Editor. He plans on pursuing entries into these competitions.
• Advertising in the Newsletter has been taken over by Sam
Cooper. A big THANKS to him for helping out. If you
know anyone that would like to advertise please let him
know. Contact Sam if you want to help.
• Jim Quinn gave us a YOUNG EAGLES update. More news
and dates to come for all the pilots. And thanks so much for
the last group of members who took kids flying at Midway.
• SWIRFI news! There is a meeting this month on the 20th.
David Cheek, Monroe McDonald, Jerry Mrazek and
Michael Stephan will represent our Chapter. SWRFI
Secretary is Michael, David is our Chapter representative,
Jerry and Monroe are both Directors at Large.
• Membership Renewals—Jerry Mrazek reminds all of us
to check our labels on the Newsletter. If yours is in red
please check the date because your renewal is near.
Last month we showed our wonderful member diversity and
experiences at the monthly meeting. Each in attendance was
given a few minutes to tell about themselves. The spectrum
was awesome! From non pilots to those with many, many
years of flying experiences, we shared our love of flying. It
was truly fascinating.
A big THANK YOU for new Chapter 168 members.
EAA National was running an incentive for new members
and the Chapter benefited from you joining us.

Upcoming Chapter Events
• May 11 Dallas Chapter Fly-In and breakfast
This month's fly-in will be to Mequite airport for a
breakfast fly-in. Pat and Ben Johnson has generously
offered to host the event and also prepare some breakfast
for us (be sure and look for the donation can to help
defray the cost). The last time we did this it turned out
great. After breakfast, we walked around and found quite
a few good looking airplanes in the hangars there. This is
the beginning of the busy fly-in season. So get an early
start Saturday and stop in at Mesquite and join us.
• May 28 Newsletter Assembly
This month's newsletter assembly will be held on May
28th at the home of Mack Cobb. The address is 1400
Seminole Drive in Richardson 75080. For directions call
(972) 234-4387. Start time is 7 pm.
Mack is building an RV-9A and is currently working on
the finish kit. Everyone who has seen this project has
commented on the workmanship. Mack is going pretty
fast on this RV so if you want to see it don’t miss this
meeting. Your next chance might be at a fly-in.
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A Message from the President:
Sam Cooper
The April Chapter Fly-in at Aero Country Airport was
blessed with some of our slightly rainy spring weather.
Nevertheless, we had a good turnout at the north end of the
airport near Pat and Marvin Brott’s hangar. Marvin had
arranged all three of the aircraft he has built (Sonerai, RV-4,
RV-8) inside of their hangar. I enjoyed the opportunity to
observe the craftsmanship with which they were made, as
well as seeing the now painted RV-8. The three aircraft provided quite a contrast in both size and mission, but the central philosophy of sport aviation, fun, is embodied by all of
them. They also provided me with a small sense of the evolution of sport aircraft in the last couple of decades, from
small, single seat, plans built aircraft to larger, two seat, kit
built aircraft. In addition, Marvin had prepared a map of the
airport showing where well over a dozen interesting aircraft
and projects could be seen on the airport. This allowed the
visitors to find other items of interest on the airport. I want
to thank Pat and Marvin for their generous hospitality that
day.
Since I was not able to attend Sun ‘n Fun this year, I did
one of the next best things. I followed the coverage on the
AVweb website. Their reporter filed several articles on the
event while it was in progress. This is a lot better than waiting for the magazines to cover it during the summer, with
probably about as much content as the magazines will provide. This year they had good weather, good attendance and
apparently good business for a number of the vendors. In
general this is a good trend as we get this year’s fly-in season started. The articles did not report any revolutionary
announcements, but just a continuation of the evolution in
avionics and electronics that is currently with us. I hope that
continues.
The next two months will feature a number of local flying events that you should consider taking advantage of.
Our Chapter is planning on participating in a 6/8 fly-out to
GAMI in Ada, OK in conjunction with Chapter 983. That
should be a very educational visit as GAMI probably has
the best equipped aircraft engine test cell in the country.
And, they are involved in some of the latest electronic aircraft engine controls development. We are also working on
the details of a 6/22 Summer Picnic Fly-in at Shortstop airport with the Asberry’s. Some of the other upcoming
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options include the 5/4 Dallas 99s Poker Run, the 5/11
Chapter 1246 Fish Fry and the 6/15 Chapter 1246 Poker
Run. Come on out and enjoy our local activities, our aircraft
and share your enthusiasm.
One of the things that help make some of our activities
possible is the revenue we receive from our advertisers in
Hangar Echoes. These local suppliers can provide us with
pilot supplies, batteries, materials, aircraft fasteners, rebuilding services and pre-owned aircraft components. In short,
many of the things we need to fly and to keep our aircraft
flying can be obtained locally. The next time you are in
need of supplies or services, please consider using the products and services of one of our advertisers.
While I was out working in my back yard last weekend
(4/21) I was interrupted by the distinctive rumbling sound
of multiple large radial engines. Looking up, I saw a large
four engine aircraft at maybe 1500 feet AGL coming from
the southwest. My first thought was that it was a
Constellation, then I quickly realized it was a Consolidated
B-24 Liberator. Wow! I stopped and enjoyed the moment
until the B-24 was out of sight. About an hour later, a similar rumbling sound again interrupted me. This time it was a
Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress going in the same direction. I
stopped and enjoyed the moment. My guess is that both aircraft were part of a local event that was inspiring and educating others. For me it was a reminder of something we
may take for granted, the privilege to fly such aircraft in
civilian hands and the ability to do so with private funding.
Let’s keep building, restoring and using our
flying machines.
Sam Cooper
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Upcoming Local Events
• May 4 La Grange Fly-In and Bar-B-Q Lunch, 11 am
to 2 pm, 979-242-4056
• May 4 Dallas Chapter 99s Annual Poker Run & Flight
Safety Seminar.
Gainesville Muni Airport (GLE). RAIN DATE: May 5, 2002
REGISTRATION: 8:30 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
AGENDA: cash & door prizes, donation by AOPA, FAA,
local FOBs & airports.
$10.00 poker hand
Starting Airport: Gainesville Airport
Lunch available at final airport, NOON
Flight Safety Seminar: 1:00 p.m.
FFI: Hollie McNeely 972/723-5410,
Hlmcneely@yahoo.com
• May 4 Fly Fest 2002
Sherman Municipal Airport Saturday, May 4, 2002, 9 am to
5 pm
Airplanes, food & drink, fine art, handcrafted items,
activities for the whole family.
Fuel giveaway; 100, 50, and 20 gallons of 100LL.
Register now thru 5/4/02 @ Sherman Municipal Airport.
For more information call 903-891-4035 or e-mail
shermanairport@texoma.net
• May 11 McKinney Chapter Fish Fry
Come on out for a lunch of delicious fresh fish. Meet in
front of Tom Ferraro's Hangar (South side of the first Row
of Hangars south of the Entrance).
• May 11-12 Blue Angels Air Show Navy Air Station JRB,
May 18 Airfair 2002
Denton Municipal Airport, 90 Years of Aviation 1912 to
2002 on Saturday May 18, Pancake Breakfast, Safety
Seminar, Over 150 Static Aircraft, Aerobatics, Warbirds,
Military Aircraft Admission $5.00 Adults and Teens,
ower operations 700 to 1800, DTO Tower 120.5, Ground
18.625, Clearance delivery 119.5. Featured flight will be a
Bleriot similar to what flew 90 years ago at Denton. Yes
that is 90 years.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

May 18 Annual Majors Field Fly-In Greenville, Texas
May 18 Hill Country EAA Chapter 889 Hamburger
Happening Shirley Williams Airport (44TE) Kingsland, Texas
May 25 Fly-in at Ranger Airport
Just a reminder of the upcoming fly-in at Ranger Airport
on May 25 sponsored by EAA CHAPTER 956. It will
begin serving a Fish Fry Lunch at 12 o’clock, free of
charge to all that fly in. Prizes will be given to Oldest
Plane, Oldest Pilot, and Farthest Distance Flown.
May 25-27 Warbirds Over Addison, Addison, Texas
June 1 Annual Pancake Breakfast Fly-In, Mid-Way
Regional Airport
June 8 Chapter 983’s fly-out to GAMI in Ada, OK
Touring the Piston lab with Granbury Chapters Members.
June 22 Potluck Lunch/ Newsletter folding
…at Mel and Ann Asberry’s.

Upcoming National Events
July 23 - 29 - Airventure 2002
Sept. 27, 28 - Southwest Regional Fly-In

April Fly-in to AeroCountry
By Michael Stephan
Last month our fly-in to AeroCountry was blessed with more
spring showers, but it didn’t stop the entertainment. Marvin
and Pat Brott were hosting the event and when we arrived
they welcomed us with cookies and a map to all the other
interesting chapter aircraft on the field. It was Marvin’s
Aircraft Museum Tour. Starting in Marvin’s Hangar we
looked at three airplanes that he built, the Sonerai, the RV-4
and his most recent the RV8. The RV-4 was sold last year, but
still stays in the hangar. The Sonerai is a very interesting and

HEADQUARTERS FOR
SPORT AVIATION PARTS & MATERIALS
•Poly-Fiber and Ceconite covering materials
•Steel & aluminum tubing •Aluminum sheet
•Aircraft plywood •Hardware and more

Alpha Aviation Supply Co.
P.O. Box 8641 Greenville, TX 75404

903-455-3113
May, 2002
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conversion and he loves the way it performs. Moving over a
few feet we had a good conversation with Les Palmer about
the modifications to his KR-2. Les is one of those guys who
loves the experimental part of aviation. He created the modifications to his airplane, and that includes the prop.
Interesting project.
I wish we could have seen more airplanes, but the weather made it a little cold to be standing in drafty hangars. We
may have to try again when it warms up. It was fun meeting
of the people who came out that day. We thank Marvin and
Pat for their hospitality, and look forward to going back.

•300-acre residential airpark near Lewisville Lake
•101 homesites, 62 with homes/hangars on paved roads
•2,650 foot paved runway with 500' sod overrun (5TX0)
•25-acre horse pasture, private entrance road and lake
•30 minutes from Dallas or Fort Worth, 5 minutes to mall
•For info on lots and homes, call 940-321-5758
www.airporthomes.com/hm0233.htm
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The most outstanding happening for Sun ’n Fun was the
weather: it was grand. The trip from Dallas to Florida on
Friday and Saturday was clear. The trip back was under a low
ceiling but quite flyable. This was once again a great show if
you went to look for potential airplanes to build and or parts
to build up one. Security was there, but didn’t seem to slow
anybody down a lot. Backpacks, handbags and such were
searched on entering, and signs warn all comers that firearms
are verboten on the event grounds. One thing that really was
a plus was crowds were down. One exhibitor indicated that
SNF management had told him as early as Monday, that the
gate was “down 5%.” As the vendor said, “If they’re already
admitting 5%, you know it’s got to be a LOT worse.”
Educated guesses ran from 20% to 30%, as the week went on.
There were fewer of what might be called “earth-shattering” announcements this year. It seems like a continuation of
last years Oshkosh with a lot new interest in glass panels and
a few new engines. One new engine is the Rotec R-2800

Camcorders•Laptop•Cell Phones•Lithium•Custom Battery Packs

Batteries for your
portable world.

EVS Supply
www.evssupply.com
1-800-776-5267
E-mail: battmen@sprintmail.com

Sealed Lead Batteries•Chargers•Watches

Live with your plane
at beautiful
Hidden Valley Airpark

Sun ’n Fun 2002

Nicads•Nickel•Metal Hydride•Test Equipment

very small airplane. It hasn’t flown for awhile, but still looks
good. But the main attraction was the RV8. This is some of
Marvin’s finest work. The inside is beautiful and the finish is
spectacular. I couldn’t find a flaw and I was really looking.
After putting a jacket, we wandered over to Klaus’
hangar where Klaus, Les Palmer, and Vern Williams have
their planes. Les flies a KR-2 , and Klaus and Vern both fly
Zenairs. We have seen pictures of Vern’s airplane in the
newsletter, but now we took a closer look. Vern scratch built
his airplane, and he did an exceptional job. His engine is auto
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which is finally flying. At Oshkosh the turbine powered RV
was announced and at Sun ’n Fun it really flew. It seems like
there have always been a lot of engine developers using
smoke and mirrors; however, we may be hearing a lot more
from this effort.
Microvision has a
new
wearable
HUD headpiece
that won’t give
you a headache
and Pilot’s new
Bone Conduction
Headset appear to
be
interesting
future products.
For you IFR people, the new Aero Advantage’s DUAL vacuum pump may be
of interest.
Mel Asberry confirmed along with a number of other
comments on the internet that SNF was a little disorganized
in several areas. Specifically on the two leading days the sky
over the Lakeland airport and surrounding areas looked like
a pack of crazed bees in full swarm, as one person put it. Mel
indicated that that
he and Ann got
caught up in a
pack of about 52
aircraft circling a
lake for over an
hour. From a safety
perspective,
one could only
describe
those
early days as a
flying fiasco! The first mid-air was between Austin RV-6A
and a Piper Clipper on Friday which resulted in a fatality. On
Saturday there was a mid-air between an Extra which cut off
the tail of a Navion. It is assumed that this kind of arrival

Continued from page 1

At the controls was Mark Steffensen, ace RV pilot who can
now add the designation of “test pilot” to his aviation
achievements. The flights were uneventful, with Mark reporting that the new ship “Flies Great!” Many thanks to all who
helped along the way including my moving team (Marvin
Brott, Chuck Fitzgerald, Scott Martin), and my hangar mate,
mover and engine expert, Carl Best. Special thanks go to my
great friend Mark Steffensen, without whom I could have
never completed this project. Mark was my role model providing me with not only building and flying assistance, but
also the inspiration needed to get the job done - and a great
plane of his own to copy.”

D.E. Christiansen, D.O., P.A.
FAMILY MEDICINE
AVIATION MEDICAL EXAMINER

222 S. Cedar Ridge
Duncanville, Texas 75116
Office 972-298-6174
Office hours by appointment.

Alvin Boyanton
Manager/Vice President
214-637-3598 • Fax 214-688-0549

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY
7204 Parwelk

Engines
Bobby’s Planes ’n’ Parts, Inc.
9061 F.M. 1885
Weatherford, TX 76088-1445

(Anson & Hines, near Boy Scount Building)

Dallas, Texas 75235
AN MS NAS Hardware and Accessories
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Bobby Osborn

940-682-4220
fax 940-682-4264
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situation will receive some attention.
Another safety item mentioned by Mel and others Safety
on the ground was that you could get run over by a golf cartwheeling Sun ’n Fun staff or someone. These carts and others were everywhere. While Oshkosh has had ground vehicles, they have not been a safety issue. As one internet person
said, you need to consider yourself LUCKY that if you were
not crushed by falling airplanes, or run down by a hillbillyhat-wearing staff person.
Another growing problem poised to create more
headaches for Sun ’n Fun’s much-lambasted management
team is coming from the vendors. It seems that doing business at SNF is difficult, expensive and often fraught with
immense frustration (and even a few hazards). There were
posters that were being circulated that are being distributed
by a fledgling SNF vendor’s organization that seeks to
change many items they contend are making it difficult or
impossible to do business.
Mel Asberry saw his old Globe Swift N80856 at Sun ’n
Fun. This is the airplane in which he gave Ann her first ride.
When he was the owner it was original condition. Now it has
been modified with sticks, sliding canopy, a 210 hp
Continental and a beautiful new paint scheme. It won “Best
Restored Classic over 165 hp” at the show.
Notable awards at Sun ’n Fun this year from some locals.
You can check out all awards on the Sun ’n Fun web site.
Congratulations to all!
Contemporary Class, Outstanding in Type
Piper PA22/20 Pacer N25TJ
Tom Ferraro, McKinney, TX
Homebuilt, Outstanding Aircraft
RV-8, N78TX
Stu McCurdy, Roundrock, TX
Homebuilt, Best Metal
RV-8, N823JB
John Bunn, Granbury, TX

LONE STAR
PILOT SHOP

Addison Airport
OPEN:
M-F 8:00 A.M.–5:00 P.M.
SAT 9:00 A.M.–3:00 P.M.
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4500 Ratliffe Lane, Suite 119
Addison, Texas 75001
972-250-6781
Fax 972-407-9383

Our Favorite Fly-In
By: Faye Troxel
Flight Plan: Los Angeles–Porterville, California
Aircraft: Fairchild PT, Ranger 175 Engine

We stowed the luggage, pushed the plane out, put the car in
its place, made the pre-flight and pulled the prop through. A
couple of turns of the crank and the Ranger responded quickly. It took only a few minutes to get the oil temp to 40
degrees and we taxied out for take-off. We climbed to 8000
and headed for the Tehachapi Mountains separating Los
Angeles from Bakersfield. We were soon shedding our jackets
and gloves and enjoying a great view, warm air and a terrific
sense of freedom.
Porterville is a small town at the foot of the Sierras and
after crossing Bakersfield we began a long slow descent to
2000 with about another 50 miles to go. Several planes were
enroute from our field but we didn’t see any of them during
the flight. However, everyone got there safely and most of us
stayed at the same motel. The water polo in the pool lasted
most of the night.
The fun really started at the registration desk. After signing in and receiving our badges, we were given five wooden
nickels, a whistle and offered cold, fresh orange juice. The
O.J. was very welcome since the temp must have been 100+.
The whistles were used to summon transportation to town,
the field or any place on the street. Just go to the curb, blow
the whistle and a car picked you up. All of this courtesy of the
local Chamber of Commerce.
We went downtown to explore and found a drugstore
with an old-fashioned soda fountain. We ordered milk shakes
and paid the clerk with wooden nickels, coins and currency.
She just could not figure out how much the wooden nickels
were worth. I asked Harold to give her currency only and he
chuckled and said “she has to learn sometime.” Clearly, he
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was enjoying the moment. Hope the tip made here feel better.
This fly-in was not for trophy hunters. It was a social event
with buddy-hopping, hangar talk and ogling all the planes.
So many of them were antiques and beautiful. A dinner was
held on the field and later a band provided music for dancing. The lights were turned off and people danced in the
moonlight. It was very pretty, very special. Lots of people
slept under their wing but we opted for a bed. Sometime
after midnight we woke to buckets of rain pouring on the
roof. I was tormented the rest of the might with thoughts of
our open cockpit filling up with water, how would we get
home, how would I explain to by employer, etc.

to the terminal just in time for two busses traveling in tandem
headed for L.A. Our party split up between the two busses
and I remember the looks of the passengers when they saw a
bunch of sunburned people boarding with coats, helmets and
goggles. As the busses went over the Ridge Route between
Bakersfield and Los Angeles the other bus lost its brakes. Our
driver informed us that he would overtake it and use our
brakes to stop it. My thought was “some people think flying
is dangerous.” Well, the driver was a master of his craft. Both
busses were soon on the side of the road and we took on the
other passengers. It was SRO to be sure. Bless the man who
invented air conditioning!
When the plane was brought home the following weekend I was stunned to see a huge band-aid on the left fuselage.
It was evident that someone hand climbed up on the wing to
look inside and left a bulge in the fabric. We had to recover
the entire side, dope, paint and trim.
All in all, it was unforgettable. We will be forever indebted to the city of Porterville for many years of gracious and
generous hospitality to their flying visitors.

Young Eagle Event
By Michael Stephan

After breakfast we went to the field, dried off the cushions and took off between squalls. A light rain pelted us during the flight to Bakersfield and it was so cold, so different
from just 24 hours earlier. The air at that altitude was so unbelievable fresh and clean! It was worth the discomfort just to
experience that. Bakersfield tower gave us a steady green
light even as we went over and passed time. However, Harold
wanted to land at an airpark south of town. We found several
people in our party there as well, milling around trying to
decide what to do. L.A. would be socked in for some time
and we could not get across the mountains. Our only alternative was to get home via Greyhound. Fortunately, we all got

SENTRY
Aircraft Cylinders, Inc.

Back in March the Chapter participated in a Young Eagles event with
Chapter 661 at MidWae airport. We
contributed with 6 pilots. Thanks
people, we appreciate your time
and effort. And we Thank all those
who helped especially Jim Quinn,
our Young Eagles Coordinator, and
Jane Quinn, who is great handling
the kids.

The

GLASS GOOSE
By Quikkit

OVERHAUL•REPAIR•EXCHANGE•WELD•CHROME
SERVING AVIATION WITH PRIDE

1-800-433-7647
www.aircraftcylinders.com
FAA Repair Station WQ1R593K
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Fort Worth, Texas 76105
2731 Ludelle Street

Office:
9002 Summer Glen
Dallas, TX 75243
214-349-0462 (phone & fax)

Tom Scott
President
Plant: Lakeview Airport
Lake Dallas, TX 75065
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Les Palmer’s KR2: A Pocket Rocket
Part I: Engine
by K. Truemper

Les Palmer is a special builder. He takes fiberglass, resin,
plywood, aluminum stock, steel tubing, and various other
materials and turns them into parts, combines the parts to
assemblies, and then combines the assemblies into amazing
machines such as airplanes, at unbelievably low cost. Of
course, everybody likes to save money when building a
plane. But for Les, doing everything from scratch is not just
a matter of saving money but also of pride.
His latest plane is a special KR2. Its first flight was about
4 years ago. Since then, he has improved it considerably, to
the point where it has amazing performance. In a two-part
article, we look at this neat airplane. It has a narrower fuselage than the typical KR2 and has plenty of space for the pilot
and baggage, but cannot take along a passenger. Les is not
exactly anorexic and wanted the plane to be really comfortable for him.
Originally, Les installed the water-cooled Subaru EA81
engine, which has 1.8 liter displacement, outputs 100 hp, and

Aircraft Retrieval,
Damaged Aircraft
Storage

FINA presents:
Jan Collmer
Aerobatics
Extra 300L
Low Level Acro Performance
• Torque Rolls
• Lomcevaks
• Snap roll on takeoff
FINA
and final approach
A real crowd pleaser!
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weighs about 210 lbs. The plane had anemic takeoff and
climb performance. On a good day, it would climb at 500
fpm. On not-so-good days, which in Texas means during the
summer, it would climb at 400 fpm. Top speed was 140 mph,
not bad for that small of an engine. For Les, the performance
was not acceptable, so he looked for a bigger engine. A good
candidate was the water-cooled Subaru EJ22 engine. It has
2.2 liter displacement, outputs 150 hp, and weighs about 45
lbs more than the EA81 engine.
The installation of the EJ22 engine proved to be quite
involved. Les decided to keep the entire electronic control
system of the engine. Thus, the engine has fuel injection and
electronic ignition. At the moment, a single electric fuel
pump supplies fuel to the injectors. But Les has already
worked out a dual pump arrangement where the second pump
automatically takes over if the primary pump cannot maintain
the fuel pressure.
To protect the control computer from heat and vibration, he
placed it in the cabin under the seat. Due to the heavier
weight of the new engine, the CG was too much forward, and
the battery had to move from the firewall to the baggage area
behind the seat. For the same reason, the main landing gear
had to move forward by an inch or so.

Jan Collmer
P.O. Box 700968
Dallas, TX 75370
972-248-7691
Fax 972-381-9998

www.asod.com
airsal@asod.com

Used Parts
Buy & Sell Problem Aircraft

972-227-1111
800-336-6399
Fax 972-227-6176
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EAA

Designated Airworthiness Rep.
Aviation Safety Counselor
Ground Instructor
A&P Mechanic

Technical Counselor
Flight Advisor
Safety Officer

Mel Asberry
2464 Country Rd. 655
Farmersville, TX 75442-6014
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972-784-7544
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plaster, the shell was cut horizontally into two pieces. A lot of
finishing work followed, and Les had a cowl that fitted the
engine like a glove.
The engine installation required a lot
of work, but very little money. Les estimates that total cost of the engine and
modifications is less than $3000.
Now the tough part: Making it all
work. Besides the problem of getting the
engine sensors to function correctly, there
is the water cooling problem. On the first
run, the system boiled over in minutes.
Les analyzed the problem using his
water-column
differential
gauge.
According to the pressure readings, air
was getting into the cowl but did not have
enough motivation to leave. The fix was
addition of a lip on the lower cowl that
helps draw the air out of the cowl.
How well does the plane perform
with the new engine? The initial test
flights showed that the propeller used on
the EA81 engine was not a good match
for the new EJ22 engine. Les anticipated
a trial and error process to find the right
propeller. The easy answer would have
been purchasing some propellers, trying
them out, and selecting the best one. This
is not a cheap solution since propellers are
not returnable. Instead, Les decided to
design and build a machine for carving
propellers, which would then produce various propellers for the new engine. In the
second part of this article, we see how Les
accomplished this difficult project, and how the plane performs with a suitable propeller.

Nicads•Nickel•Metal Hydride•Test Equipment

Next, Les made the reduction drive. It is a belt system
with large belt, bearings, and shafts, and therefore with a
ruggedness that promises long and reliable life.
Les selected two evaporators of automotive air conditioning units as radiators.
They are made of aluminum, were tested
in the factory to several hundred pounds
of pressure, and are cheap when bought
used. The radiators are mounted aft of the
engine near the firewall. Two fiberglass
ducts bring air from two intake scoops to
the radiators.
There is little space in the cowl
above the engine, so the air intake for the
engine has to be routed from the side of
the engine to the top by another fiberglass duct.
Nothing of the automotive exhaust
for the engine fits the installation.
Stainless steel tubing had to be bent,
welded, and fitted to a small custom muffler, with one large pipe at the bottom of
the muffler leading the exhaust gases
away from the bottom of the fuselage.
Note: The propeller is attached with
just one bolt. For flight, several bolts were
used The cowl was produced as follows.
The engine was cocooned in plastic.
Balled-up newspaper filled up large gaps
and cavities, then plaster was added until
the desired cowl shape was achieved.
Once the plaster had hardened and dried,
car wax was buffed on the plaster, as
release agent for the fiberglass to come. Several layers of
fiberglass produced the entire cowl. To get the cowl off the
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For Sale; Services, Parts, etc.
Vans Aircraft RV-6A: TT 550 hours, 550 since major on 180
hp/Lycoming with C/S Hartzell prop, electric flaps, vacuum system with
AI and DG, Transponder, PS Engineering intercom, Swifttronics FC-100
fuel flow computer, Electronic International OAT, EGT & CHT. Asking
$50K
• Call Ken Nordman
214 330-4677
1959 SuperCub.
Selling 1/2. ADS
based. Restored in
1994. 100 hours
SMOH and Restor.
CD/AM/FM, King
Radio and in great
shape. Call Doug Wall (214)-707-9255 or doug.wall@ubspainewebber.com

Steward Warner Oil Coolers, New in Box: P/N 8495A, 33.25 sq. in.
cooling, 2.5 lbs ea. S/N 158 & 159. 11.75 x 3.5 x 3.5 $50 ea. OBO. Can
fax dwg.
• Call Ron Seward cell 214/502-0704 day: 405/605-7242
Apollo 618 Loran w/tray & antenna $200; Collins VIR 351 nav unit
(working well when removed) $400; noise cancelling headset, mike
inop, $35.
• Call Harry Gresham, 214 348 2772; cell 214 289 313; Fax 214 348
6565; hgresh@juno.com
Oil Breather Separator, New, still in original packing. $35. and 12V
Lighted Compass, pedestal mount, $50
• Call Dick Flunker (972) 396-0018

King KX-175B TSO nav-com radio $675.
• Call Monroe McDonald 214-352-1564.
Directional Gyro Vacuum, perfect condition, hardly ever needed resetting.

Kennon dust cover for aircraft up to 31’ wingspan. Made of Dupont
Tyvek. Used very little. Aircraft Spruce price over $300.
My price $150

Sacrifice at $225 or best offer. • Call Dave Davidson (972) 530-4067

• Call Mel Asberry (972) -784-7544

Aviation ads (For Sale, Wanted, Etc.) can be placed by Chapter 168 members free of charge. Send to: Chapter 168 Newsletter, 1102 Hills Creek Drive,
McKinney Texas 75070 or brott@mindspring.com
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New Website Address: www.eaa168.org
We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format,
and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience
accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to
anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this
includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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